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Abstract
Introduction: Prolonged physical exposure during smartphone usage results in poor posture causing pain in neck,
shoulder, elbow, and hands. So, our aim was to investigate the effect of smartphone addiction on musculoskeletal
pain.
Methods: This cross-sectional study was carried out by a random sampling method from recognized institute in
Bangladesh and India. Three hundred twenty-six participants, including male and female, aged between 18 and 30
years participated in this study. Candidates were requested to fill-up a performa containing demographics, Smartphone addiction scale-short form (SAS-SF), Shoulder pain and disability index (SPADI), Neck disability index (NDI),
Oxford elbow score (OEC), and Cornell Hand Discomfort Questionnaire (CHDQ).
Results: The mean age were 22.58 ± 3.19 years, weight 60 ± 11.30 kg, height 162.83 ± 9.74 cm, and body mass
index (BMI) of the participants were 22.69 ± 4.36 kg/m2. 43.3% participants reported neck pain, 42.9% shoulder pain,
and 27.9% reported pain on their elbow while prolonged smartphone use. There was major difference in NDI (p =
0.047), SPDI (p = 0.005), OES (p = 0.002), and CHDQ (p = < 0.001) among Bangladeshi and Indian population. The SAS
has a significant association with NDI; p < 0.001, SPDI; p < 0.001, OES; p < 0.001, and CHDQ; p < 0.001.
Conclusion: Smartphone addiction negatively impacted and positively related with the musculoskeletal pain in
neck, shoulder, elbow, and hand. Care should be given towards the proper use of smartphone and increase public
awareness regarding the negative consequences of this serious issue.
Keywords: Addiction, Cross-sectional study, Musculoskeletal pain, Pain, Smartphone
Introduction
The smartphone is one of the most popular and essential
gadget among youngsters of today. Compact high resolution cameras, easy and fast access to email/messages,
GPS navigation apps, state of the art media players, easy
access to the internet, social media, and mobile gaming
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are all reasons that contribute to the numerous use and
obsession to smartphone. Due to the increase in smartphone usage, there has been an increase in potential risks
of musculoskeletal pain [1]. The latest findings from a
recent study in the USA reported that, 46% smartphone
users believe that their phone is something “they cannot
live without” [2]. In the meantime, there has been a significant increase in the use of smartphone from the year
2011 to 2014 by 35% to 64% in the USA [2].
While using a Smartphone it is required for the
user to maintain their head in prolonged downward
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position and hold their device in front of them to read
the screen, which makes the head tilt forward causing the flattening of the cervical lordotic curve. Forward head posture can lead to the onset of neck and
back pain syndromes [1]. During this activity, the user
is fixed in one position for a prolonged time without
any movement leading to the development of fatigueness of muscles and causes various musculoskeletal disorders [3]. It has also been found that mobile
phone addiction has also been associated with subsequent stress, sleep complications, behavioral changes,
mood swings, and even depression. Students are more
dependent on smartphones and are potentially more
vulnerable to smartphone addiction as compared
to the older generation [4]. A recent study in India
reported that as a cause of prolonged smartphone use,
46.9% of students have pain in their neck and 29.2% in
their thumb [5]. In another study 66.4% participants
were addicted to their smartphone and 19.1% having
positive Finkelsteine’s test [6]. Another study reported
that 79% of the participants aged between 18 and 44
years use their smartphone almost throughout the day,
leaving only 2 h of their entire day spent without their
smartphone in hand. The smartphone addiction is also
termed as non-chemical addiction or so called technological addiction [7].
Although, various studies have done on smartphone addiction are mostly focused on mental health
[8], stress [2], satisfaction with life, loneliness [9],
and academic performances [10]. Few studies have
also examined the influence of smartphone addiction on musculoskeletal symptoms. Mustafaoglu R
et al. reported that pain in the dorsum, neck, wrist,
and hand is highly prevalent among the smartphone
addicted population [3]. S. Ahmed et al. reported
smartphone addiction is associated with neck pain
and thumb pain among college students [5]; in another
study, about 82.38% population stated that they have
discomfort in various parts of their body due to prolonged smartphone use [11]. It is require to evaluate the impact of smartphone use on musculoskeletal
health especially among the vulnerable group of college going students. To date, best of our knowledge,
there is no comprehensive study which evaluates the
impact of smartphone addiction on musculoskeletal
pain in the neck, shoulder, elbow, and hand together
with different scales. This cross-sectional study also
evaluates whether there are any differences between
smartphone addiction and pain among Bangladeshi
and Indian population. We hypothesized that there
will be significant difference in the level of smartphone
addiction and musculoskeletal pain among the participants among two countries.
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Methods
Ethical statement

This cross-sectional study was done in accordance with
the declaration laid by, declaration of Helsinki (revised
2013) for recruiting human subject and Bangladesh
medical research council guideline 2014. Ethical permission was obtained from the institutional ethical review
board of Mount Adora Hospital (MAH/ERB: 02/2020)
and departmental ethical review board of Maharishi
Markandeshwar university, (IEC-1215) Solan, Himachal
Pradesh, India. A digital consent was obtained from each
participant after brief description of the purpose of the
study putting a separate section in the form by asking
a question “do you agree to undergo in this study?” The
design of the study, data collection procedure, presentation of the data, and citation comply with the standard
Committee on publication Ethics (COPE) guideline.
Subject and procedure

A cross-sectional study was done among physiotherapy
students in Bangladesh and India between the 20th January 2020 and the 25th February 2020. Simple random
sampling method was used to recruit the required sample. Study sampling population was recruited by listing
the students of two different universities in Bangladesh
and India from the department of physiotherapy. A random sampling technique was used by using computergenerated random number generator from the sample
population of 665 students to make a sampling frame
of 326 students identifying according to the pre-fixed
inclusion and exclusion criteria from the recognized
university.
Subject recruitment criteria

This cross-sectional study comprised of both male and
female participants. The required subject selection criteria included candidates age group between 18 and 30
years, who were able to understand the English language
to fill up the questionnaire and willing to give consent to
participate in this study. The exclusion criteria were any
known condition which could lead to pain in the neck or
upper limb, recent fracture in neck and upper limb, any
traumatic injury to neck and upper limb prior 6 months,
congenital abnormalities and severe surgical and neurological disorders.
Sample size estimation

The subjects size was calculated by utilizing the formula
for estimating proportion: n = Zα2 P (1 − P)/d2, where
Zα = 1.96; P = 75.8%; from the previous published article [12], and d = 5%. The study required a minimum of
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326 participants. We did not expect 10% incomplete form
as we have set the option required in every question in
Google forms.
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Cornell Hand Discomfort Questionnaire (CHDQ)

Demographic characteristics such as gender, age, weight,
height, body mass index (BMI), year of study, duration of
owing a smartphone, daily smartphone usage time, purpose of smartphone use in a typical day such as text messaging, social networking, watching videos, and gaming
were included.

The CHDQ is a valid and reliable tool to measure pain
in the hand. The questionnaire contains three domains
including experience of pain, discomforts of pain, and
interference of pain. The total discomfort score was calculated as frequency × discomfort × interference. The
maximum score of one shaded area of one hand is 45
and total score of the six shaded area is 270. We ask the
participants to fill-up the questionnaire for only domain
hand. The validity of the questionnaire was established
by Erdinc et al. reported the Kappa coefficients, which
is ranging from 0.56 to 0.97 indicated moderate to good
test-retest reliability [18].

Smartphone addiction scale–short version (SAS‑SV)

Survey validation and administration

Survey development
Demographic variables

The SAV-SV is a 6-point Likert type scale containing 10
questions. The scale starting from 1 (strongly disagree) to
6 (strongly agree). The overall score ranges from 10 to 60.
Higher score indicates high risk of smartphone addiction.
The scale is valid and reliable to measure smartphone
addiction. The internal consistency of SAS-SV was verified by Cronbach’s alpha of 0.911 among adolescent population [13]
Neck Disability Index (NDI)

The NDI is a widely used valid and reliable instrument
to measure neck pain. The questionnaire has involved a
10-item Likert scale ranging from 0 (no pain) to 5 (worst
pain). The total score ranges from 10 to 50, where high
score indicate severer neck disability. The intra class correlations value of NDI is in between 0.50 and 0.98 indicates good validity and reliability of the tools [14].

The draft of the survey questionnaire was not subjected
to content validation as the tool we used was an already
validated tool. The final draft of the questionnaire was
tested initially on five representative population to check
the response time; it took no more than 20 min to complete the questionnaire. From the sample frame of 665
population, 326 potential participants were selected
by simple random sampling method from two reputed
Universities of Bangladesh and India. Face-to-face data
collection was carried out during the break time of the
students’ college hour. We utilized Google Forms® platform to collect the survey response as it is echo friendly.
The enrolled student’s contact details was obtained
and the survey link was send to the participant’s either
WhatsApp, Messenger, or text message through the
smartphone. Google Forms prevents the incomplete submission by putting the option required in every question.
Data analysis

Shoulder Pain and Disability Index (SPADI)

The shoulder pain and disability index is used to measure
shoulder pain and disability is a 13-item scale that have two
domains; 5 items subscale measured pain and 8 item subscale measured disability on a numeric pain rating scale.
The total score ranged from 0 to 140 was expressed as a
percentage. The percentage score ranged from 0 to 100,
where a greater score represented more disability [15]. The
test-retest reliability of SPADI was ranged from 0.64 to 0.66
and internal consistency range from 0.8604 to 0.9507 [16].
Oxford elbow score

A 12-item questionnaire was reported to measure elbow
pain and function. Each item responses were scored from
0 to 4 Likert scale. The total sum score of all items were
used for analysis. The Cronbach’s alpha 0.92 showing
excellent reliability of this scale [17].

Data analysis was carried out by using SPSS 20.0 software
for windows. The continuous variables are presented as
mean and 95% confidential interval. Categorical variables are presented as number and percentage. Between
groups analysis was conducted by using Mann-Whitney
U test. Association between SAC and NDI, SPADI, OES,
and CHDQ was measured by using chi-square test.

Results
A number of 326 participants participated in this crosssectional study. Among the participants, 167 were male
and 159 were female. The mean age, weight, height, and
body mass index (BMI) of the participants were 22.58
± 3.19 years, 60 ± 11.30 kg, 162.83 ± 9.74 cm, and
22.69 ± 4.36 kg/m2, respectively. Among the participants, 69.2% were moderate to severely addict to their
smartphones. The participants’ demographic variables
such as study year, owning smartphone time, duration
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Table 1 Demographic data of the study participants
Variables
Gender
Year of study

Owning smartphone time

Duration of smartphone use per day

Time spent for social media per day

Time spent for chatting with friends per day

Time spent for watching YouTube videos per day

Time spent for playing games per day

Smartphone addiction category

Bangladeshi

Indian

Total

P value

Male

126 (68.1%)

41 (29.1%)

167 (51.2%)

< .001

Female

59 (31.9%)

100 (70.9%)

159 (48.8%)

1st year

17 (9.2%)

17 (12.1%)

34 (10.4%)

2nd year

39 (21.1%)

20 (14.2%)

59 (18.1%)

3rd year

33 (17.8%)

28 (19.9%)

61 (17.8%)

4th year

12 (6.5%)

44 (31.2%)

56 (17.2%)

Intern

52 (28.1%)

5 (3.5%)

57 (17.5%)

PG

32 (17.3%)

27 (19.1%)

59 (18.1%)

1 year

15 (8.1%)

7 (5.0%)

22 (6.7%)

2–3 years

23 (12.4%)

26 (18.4%)

49 (15.0%)

4–5 years

58 (31.4%)

41 (29.1%)

99 (30.4%)

6–7 years

36 (19.5%)

33 (23.4%)

69 (21.2%)

> 7 years

53 (28.6%)

34 (24.1%)

87 (26.7%)

1h

12 (6.5%)

2 (1.4%)

14 (4.3%)

2–3 h

44 (23.8%)

31 (22.0%)

75 (23.0%)

4–5 h

79 (42.7%)

49 (34.8%)

128 (39.3%)

6–7 h

29 (15.7%)

41 (29.1%)

70 (21.5%)

>7h

21 (11.4%)

18 (12.8%)

39 (12.0%)

<1h

40 (21.6%)

21 (14.9%)

61 (18.7%)

1–2 h

79 (39.5%)

58 (41.1%)

131 (40.2%)

3–4 h

48 (25.9%)

38 (27.0%)

86 (26.4%)

5–6 h

12 (6.5%)

21 (14.9%)

33 (10.1%)

>6h

12 (6.5%)

3 (2.1%)

15 (4.6%)

<1h

101 (54.6%)

78 (55.3%)

179 (54.9%)

1–2 h

51 (27.6%)

52 (36.9%)

103 (31.6%)

3–4 h

24 (13.0%)

9 (6.4%)

33 ()10.1%

5–6 h

5 (2.7%)

2 (1.4%)

7 (2.1%)

>6h

4 (2.2%)

0 (0%)

4 (1.2%)

<1h

88 (47.6%)

70 (49.6%)

158 (48.5%)

1–2 h

57 (30.8%)

48 (34.0%)

105 (32.2%)

3–4 h

33 (17.8%)

17 (12.1%)

50 (15.3%)

5–6 h

4 (2.2%)

4 (2.8%)

8 (2.5%)

>6h

3 (1.6%)

2 (1.4%)

5 (1.5%)

<1h

139 (75.1%)

111 (78.7%)

250 (76.7%)

1–2 h

30 (16.2%)

19 (13.5%)

49 (15.0%)

3–4 h

13 ()7.0%

9 (6.4%)

22 (6.7%)

5–6 h

2 (1.1%)

1 (.7%)

3 (.9%)

>6h

1 (.5%)

1 (.7%)

2 (.6%)

No addiction

8 (4.3%)

7 (5.0%)

15 (4.6%)

Mild addiction

49 (26.5%)

61 (43.3%)

110 (33.7%)

Moderate addiction

93 (50.3%)

58 (41.1%)

151 (46.3%)

Severe addiction

35 (18.9%)

15 (10.6%)

50 (15.3%)

of smartphone use, time spent on social media, chatting with friends, watching YouTube videos, and playing
online/ offline games per day shown in Table 1. 43.3%
participants reported neck pain, 42.9% shoulder pain
and 27.9% reported pain on their elbow while prolonged

0.360

0.622

0.014

0.185

0.359

0.489

0.465

< 0.001

smartphone use. Pain intensity at the neck, shoulder, and
elbow are presented in Table 2. The percentage of hand
pain experienced in the last week is presented in Table 2
and a hand map diagram of six shaded area of the hand
in shown in Fig. 1. The mean values of SAS, NDI, SPDI,
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Table 2 Pain experience in neck, shoulder, elbow and shaded area of hand (n = 326)
Variables

Bangladeshi

Neck pain

Shoulder pain

Elbow pain

Hand pain

Area A

Area B

Area C

Area D

Area E

Area F

Indian

Total

P value
0.953

No pain

108 (58.4%)

77 (54.6%)

185 (56.7%)

Very mild pain

37 (20.0%)

43 (30.5%)

80 (24.5%)

Moderate pain

20 (10.8%)

13 (9.2%)

33 (10.1%)

Fairly severe pain

7 (3.8%)

3 (3.1%)

10 (3.1%)

Very severe pain

8 (4.3%)

5 (3.5%)

13 (4.0%)

Worst pain

5 (2.7%)

0 (0%)

5 (1.5%)

No pain

100 (54.15)

86 (61.0%)

186 (57.1%)

Mild pain

67 (36.2%)

44 (31.2%)

111 (34.0%)

Moderate pain

13 (7.0%)

8 (5.7%)

21 (6.4%)

Severe pain

5 (2.7%)

3 (2.1%)

8 (2.5%)

No pain

127 (68.6%)

108 (76.6%)

235 (72.1%)

Mild pain

43 (23.2%)

25 (17.7%)

68 ()20.9%

Moderate pain

6 (3.2%)

5 (3.5%)

11 (3.4%)

Severe pain

6 (1.6%)

3 (2.1%)

9 (2.8%)

Unbearable pain

3 (1.6%)

0 (0%)

3 (0.9%)

Never

131 (70.8%)

118 (83.7%)

249 (76.4%)

1–2 times last week

37 (20.0%)

17 (12.1%)

54 (16.6%)

3–4 times last week

11 (5.9%)

2 (1.4%)

13 (4.0%)

Once every day

5 (2.7%)

2 (1.4%)

7 (2.1%)

Several times every day

1 (0.5%)

2 (1.4%)

3 (0.9%)

Never

125 (67.6%)

106 (75.2%)

231 (70.9%)

1–2 times last week

35 (18.9%)

24 (17.0%)

59 (18.1%)

3–4 times last week

18 (9.7%)

9 (6.4%)

27 (8.3%)

Once every day

3 (1.6%)

1 (0.7%)

4 (1.2%)

Several times every day

4 (2.2%)

1 (0.7%)

6 (1.5%)

Never

106 (57.3%)

105 (74.5%)

221 (64.7%)

1–2 times last week

47 (25.4%)

26 (18.4%)

73 (22.4%)

3–4 times last week

17 (9.2%)

5 (3.5%)

22 (6.7%)

Once every day

10 (5.4%)

3 (2.1%)

13 (4.0%)

Several times every day

5 (2.7%)

2 (1.4%)

7 (2.1%)

Never

130 (70.3%)

119 (84.4%)

249 (76.4%)

1–2 times last week

33 (17.8%)

18 (12.8%)

51 (15.6%)

3–4 times last week

10 (5.4%)

2 (1.4%)

12 (3.7%)

Once every day

11 (5.9%)

1 (0.7%)

12 (3.7%)

Several times every day

1 (0.5%)

1 (0.7%)

2 (0.6%)

Never

104 (56.2%)

99 (70.2%)

203 (62.3%)

1–2 times last week

50 (27.0%)

31 (22.0%)

81 (24.8%)

3–4 times last week

20 (10.8%)

9 (6.4%)

29 (8.9%)

Once every day

10 (5.4%)

1 (0.7%)

11 (3.4%)

Several times every day

1 (0.5%)

1 (0.7%)

2 (0.6%)

Never

117 (63.2%)

113 (80.1%)

230 (70.6%)

1–2 times last week

38 (20.5%)

19 (13.5%)

57 (17.5%)

3–4 times last week

18 (9.7%)

5 (3.5%)

23 (7.1%)

Once every day

6 (3.2%)

3 (2.1%)

9 (2.8%)

Several times every day

6 (3.2%)

1 (0.7%)

7 (2.1%)

0.209

0.106

0.007

0.098

0.001

0.002

0.005

0.001
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Fig. 1 Hand map diagram of the shaded area of hand

OES, and CHDQ score with 95% confidential intervals were 33.56 (32.40–34.71), 9.34 (8.49–10.18), 7.26
(5.93–8.58), 16.51 (15.71–17.31), and 19.75 (17.17–22.33)
respectively. There was significant difference in NDI (p =
0.047), SPDI (p = 0.005), OES (p = 0.002), and CHDQ
(p = < 0.001) among Bangladeshi and Indian population.
The SAS has a significant association with NDI; p < 0.001,
SPDI; p < 0.001, OES; p < 0.001, and CHDQ; p < 0.001.
The association between SAS with NDI, SPDI, OES, and
CHDQ are presented in Table 3.

Discussion
This cross-sectional study was conducted among Physiotherapy students from selected universities within
Bangladesh and India. A face-to-face interview was conducted by sharing a web link of the questionnaire for

gathering information. Three hundred twenty-six participants; both male and female have participated in this
study. Among the study population, 46.3% were moderately addicted and 15.3% were severely addicted to their
smartphones. There was a significant difference between
level of smartphone addiction (p = < 0.001) among Bangladeshi and Indian populations that proves our alternative hypothesis.
In this present study, the prevalence rate of musculoskeletal pain in the neck, shoulder, and elbow is 43.3%,
42.9%, and 27.9% respectively. The prevalence rate of
hand pain in the shaded area are A, B, C, D, E, and F
is 23.6%, 29.1%, 35.3%, 23.6%, 37.7%, and 29.4% respectively. There was no significant difference between
the prevalence of pain in neck, shoulder, and elbow
among Bangladeshi and Indian participants. Significant

Table 3 Association between smartphone addiction and neck, shoulder, elbow, and hand pain
Variables

Bangladeshi
χ2 value

Indian
P value

χ2 value

Overall
P value

χ2 value

P value

NDI

28.009

0.005

37.408

< 0.001

47.090

< 0.001

SPAID

28.497

0.005

21.502

0.011

38.047

< 0.001

OES

24.863

0.015

24.870

0.003

42.361

< 0.001

CHDQ

15.815

0.001

4.392

0.222

20.227

< 0.001
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difference was observed in hand pain within the shaded
area, which is represented in Table 2. Smartphone
addiction is significantly associated with NDI (p = <
0.001), SPADI (p = < 0.001), OES (p = < 0.001), and
CHDQ (p = < 0.001).
While using a smartphone, the head leans forward
towards the mobile screen, which leads to poor posture
which may develops chronic neck pain [19]. The physical exposure while using a smartphone requires neck
flexion, shoulder flexion and abduction, elbow flexion,
wrist and finger flexion and repetitive thumb movements
for typing. Disability of neck, shoulder, elbow and hand
among mobile-phone users might be due to the recurrent
neck flexion posture, and overuse of shoulder and hand
musculature. The prolonged use of smartphone for an
prolonged period of time could lead to upper back pain
[19], neck and shoulder pain [20], musculoskeletal pain
in upper limb [21], neck and hand pain [5], and musculoskeletal pain in neck, shoulder, and hand [10] which is
in-line with the results of this present study.
In this current study, the prevalence of neck pain
among smartphone users is about 43.3%. Al Abdulwahab
et al. reported that smartphone addiction can lead to a
poor posture causing significant disability to the neck.
Continuous smartphone usage can lead to the development of faulty posture such as forward head neck which
can produce injuries to the cervical spine and cause cervical pain [1, 22]. A study conducted by Mustafaoglu R
et al. reported that 65.9% of young population who were
addicted in smartphone had pain in their neck [3].
Shoulder pain and disability is associated with smartphone addiction reported by previous study. Mustafaoglu
R et al. reported that 65.6% population have pain in their
shoulder [3]. While using smartphone, muscle action
is increased and pain pressure threshold is decreased
which is associated with the increase of muscle fatigue.
The repetitive movement while smartphone use causes
constant muscle contraction which may give rise to
microscopic injury to the muscle leading to develop musculoskeletal disorder [23].
In this present study the prevalence rate of hand pain
in various shaded areas was reported to be 23.6–37.7%.
During smartphone use, sustained gripping, wrist flexion
and ulnar deviation, and repetitive thumb movement are
the main key factors that might be the leading cause of
associated symptoms. During texting, repetitive adduction movement and high force are required on the key
pad of the device to type. Long duration use of smartphone could adversely affect the musculoskeletal structure of hand [24]. S. Ahmed et al. reported that 29.2%
physiotherapy students had pain in their thumb due to
extended smartphone use [5]. While text messaging in
static position for prolonged period of time, requires
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overuse of the muscles of the hand leading to pain in the
hand muscles [25].
In this current study, smartphone addiction is significantly associated with NDI, SPADI, OES, and CHDQ.
The result of this study is in-line with the objective of
the previous study reported by literatures. Musculoskeletal pain prevalence and smartphone addiction
is significantly associated with one another reported
by Mustafaoglu R et al. [23]. Text neck syndrome and
short message service (SMS) thumb were significantly
associated with nomophobia among physiotherapy students [5].
The musculoskeletal injuries are due to repetitive stress
injuries that would have been prevented by taking some
precautionary measures and controlled use of smartphone. Simple lifestyle changes for example, maintaining
correct posture and avoid long term smartphone usage
can prevent those symptoms. An interval of 20 min after
using a smartphone for a prolonged period of time is
required to avoid the negative effects and development
of pain. The various biases of this study were eliminated
by using the subsequent strategies. Random sampling
methods was used to eliminate selection bias and nonresponse bias. The strength of this study was cost-effective, echo friendly (used Google form to collect data), and
minimally time-consuming. However, we have a limitation as well, we conducted the study only in two centres
in two countries that might not be the representative of
whole nation. In the future, nationwide cohort study can
be done to find the best results. This would prove useful
for the young generations’ smartphone users in making
them aware about the ascending rise of harmful consequences of smartphone addiction and the long-term use.

Conclusion
The outcome of this current study reported that smartphone addiction negatively impacted the pain in the
muscles of the neck, shoulder, elbow, and the hand.
The negative impact of prolonged smartphone use has
shown an association between smartphone addiction
and musculoskeletal pain in different areas of the body.
Caution should be taken towards the safe implementation of smartphone use.
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